This article explores the relationship between literary form and the representation of history in Bernardine Evaristo's Blonde Roots (2008). The text is premised on an ironic racial reversal of the Atlantic slave trade. As such, this single moment in international history is mobilised, 
plantation maintains what Douglass called the "mental and moral darkness" of enslavement -all become standard fare. [...] These conventions were usually rehearsed orally before they appeared in print. The abolitionist lecture circuit was an important development shaping the style and content of the antebellum slave narrative. Most slave narrators made their names as speakers before they became writers per se. (19) Like Spaulding, Gould demonstrates that the slave narrative genre is based upon a series of formal conventions; he points out that the slave narrative has always been formulated within very specific traditions and with aims that are both political and populist. Furthermore, these traditions are not just individual but communal, as the stories were "usually rehearsed orally before they appeared in print". The genre is, therefore, characterized by "the narrative and thematic conventions" that were popular with the contemporaneous audiences at abolitionist rallies rather than being based on the claims of verisimilitude which are implicit, and demanded, at least in early versions of the form. This tense relationship between narrative truth and fiction is well demonstrated by the ongoing discussion surrounding the birthplace of Olaudah Equiano. Whilst Equiano's narrative hinges on his African genealogy, the uncertainty about that history continues to raise questions about the veracity of his narrative. When Vincent Carretta suggests that "one could argue that the author of the Interesting Narrative invented an African identity rather than reclaimed one" (xi), he not only highlights the importance of Equiano's narrative authenticity but also demonstrates the futility in any claim to textual accuracy. Equiano's African identity relies on creative forms that are "invented" or "reclaimed" and, as such, it is always a process of imagination, or re-imagination, and even the most famous of autobiographical slave narratives is constructed by generic convention, audience expectation and poetic licence.
The generic politics which characterize the slave narrative remain at the fore in contemporary engagements. As Spaulding has suggested, the genre provides "a complex model" which is inherently self-aware of its own fictional nature and literary genealogy. In the context of contemporary British writing, Abigail Ward has identified this self-consciousness as an aspect of David Dabydeen's A Harlot 's Progress (1999) . She demonstrates the restrictions that Dabydeen's narrator faces as he retells his autobiographical narrative: "Mungo is, therefore, uneasy with his British readership, all too aware of the constrictive form of the slave narrative and fearful of 'alienating his readers'" (256). As Ward draws attention to the consequences of Mungo's subversion of narrative convention, she explicitly identifies the adorning themselves as black is tragicomic, as is also suggested by Smith and Mercer, these reversals are "never a straightforward biological fact" and are not only determined by race.
Rather, they demonstrate the enslavement of women to naturalized conventions of beautysomething which is hinted at by the text's title, Blonde Roots -a direct reference to the paradoxical fact that it is naturally blonde hair that looks "plain tacky". These reversals of racial stereotypes, dislocations of time and place, and interrogations of historical and literary narratives in Blonde Roots combine to produce a text that is at once fixed in black British history but which also destabilizes the foundations of the historical moment of the Atlantic slave trade. As Evaristo centralizes the Atlantic slave trade in the context of her novel, she demonstrates it to be a crucial moment in the construction of the racial dynamics of the 21st century. Yet as the reversal of the racial divides of black and white (or "blak" and "whyte") in Blonde Roots demonstrates the easy slippage of power, it also insists upon the interrelation and inseparability of their narratives. This is destabilized further by Evaristo's self-conscious engagement with the slave-narrative genre which complicates historical representation and refuses to allow the Atlantic slave trade to become a stable point of recognition for a history of race. By revealing the inherently fictional nature of the genre, Blonde Roots problematizes those narrated histories and reveals them to be unreliable signifiers of racial, national and gender identities. Despite this critique, Evaristo's text does not dismiss the form: Blonde Roots reveals the -potentially emancipatory -power of slave narratives whilst also demonstrating the inevitably compromised nature of narrators and their narrations. Through Blonde Roots's polyglot of voices, Evaristo's version of the Atlantic slave trade refuses to remain static or monolithic. Furthermore, Doris's slave narrative becomes a receptacle to explore slavery in other contexts -including medieval serfdom and those discourses of feminine beauty that privilege specific races. In particular, her focus upon the female slave evokes a version of slavery that is not solely based on racial divides but on oppression more generally. Therefore, although race remains a lens through which to view Blonde Roots, the effects of this racism are more abstract, more long-standing and more widely relevant. Just as present and past are inseparable in Blonde Roots, so are discussions of time and space, race and gender, slave and master, and Evaristo's vision of this moment in history is filtered out of and reflected onto the contemporary world. Therefore, when Doris recalls the slogan of the Black Power Movement -"Yes, I may be whyte. But I am whyte and I am beautiful!" (32) -it is a metonym for the whole text. As Blonde Roots highlights the power of the racial binary of the Atlantic slave trade (albeit ironically reversed) it
